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Cocked & Loaded - Wikipedia Cocked & Loaded is the second studio album by the American glam metal band L.A. Guns, released in 1989.It was their first album to
reach gold certification. The album includes the hit "The Ballad of Jayne". This was the first L.A. Guns album on which Steve Riley actually played drums. Although
he was in the band photo and listed as a band member in the liner notes of the band's first album, L. L.A. Guns - Cocked And Loaded - Amazon.com Music This
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Dictionary - Boomershoot Shotgun. A (typically) smooth bore long gun that shoots a group of pellets called shot instead of bullets.Depending on the bore size and the
size of the pellets there may be from less than 10 to two hundred or more pellets in a single shotgun cartridge.
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